
Psychische Probleme am Arbeitsplatz Summary 

Summary 

Background and purpose of the research 

Switzerland, like nearly all industrial countries, has seen a strong and persistent increase in the 

number of cases of disability based on psychological illness. Today these cases account for 

approximately 40% of individuals drawing invalidity benefits. This trend has a real basis in 

epidemiology, since psychological illnesses have been and are very frequent, with a lifetime 

prevalence of around 50%. However, epidemiology cannot explain the strong increase in cases of IV 

benefits awarded on psychological grounds. The causes of this development must lie much more in 

growing social exclusion, economic change, an altered perception of psychological problems and 

changes in the approach to employees with psychological illnesses. 

Analysis of disablement due to psychological problems over the last 20 years or so (Baer, Frick & 

Fasel, 2009) has indicated that many people are on course for benefits a long time before they come 

into contact with the invalidity insurance system. The majority of those drawing benefits from 

invalidity insurance (IV) for psychological reasons have gaps in their work history due to repeated 

job loss, periods of unemployment or few skilled work activities. Furthermore, only rarely have 

employers tried to retain employees with psychological problems before those employees register 

with the invalidity insurance system.  

The Fifth IV Revision expanded the system's scope for early intervention; plans for the coming Sixth 

Revision include further strengthening of early intervention measures in the workplace. As yet there 

is no evidence base for the dynamics of early progression of disablement in the workplace to 

support the strengthened preventative efforts of the invalidity insurance system. The Federal Social 

Insurance Office therefore commissioned this research, initiated by the authors, with the aim of 

creating an empirical basis for the perception of the nature and frequency of problem situations in 

the workplace involving psychological issues. Further aims were to develop a typology of the most 

common problem situations, identify the factors that influence how such problems are solved and 

determine what support is needed by those involved. Finally, the research aims to contribute to 

raising awareness of the significance of psychological problems in the workplace.  

This research was conducted in the form of a pilot project in the Cantons of Basel-Stadt and Basel-

Landschaft. It was designed as an independent project, but is also intended to help determine the 

feasibility and design of a planned nationwide survey of managers and HR managers on this topic. 

The survey was supported by an advisory group comprising representatives of regional employer 

and human resource associations, the Converence of Cantonal IV Offices (IV-Stellenkonferenz), the 

State Secretariat for Economic Affairs, Pro Mente Sana and the Federal Social Insurance Office.  

Research design and approach 

The survey, conducted among line managers and HR managers, took place between mid-April and 

mid-July 2010. It comprised two parts. Firstly, participants were asked to recall a real situation 

involving an employee who, for psychological reasons, was «difficult», and where the case put 

considerable strain on the participant personally and on the company. The participants were told that 

the term «difficult» referred to psychological problems among employees, where these problems 

manifest themselves in different areas and to different degrees of severity. The expression «difficult» 

was used in order to start out from managers' perceptions, since we cannot assume that everyone 
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knows what is meant by «psychological disorders» or other specialised terminology. With this 

situation in mind, the participants answered a series of questions referring to the nature and 

progression of the «difficult» behaviour, the intervention of the relevant managers and HR 

managers, the reaction of the team and the conclusion of and any solution found to the situation. 

Further questions were asked pertaining to the company, the participant themselves, the «difficult» 

employees in question and any involvement of the invalidity insurance system. One of the aims of 

gathering data on the features of employees whose psychological issues cause a «particular strain» 

was to construct a typology of managers' perceptions of employees whose psychological health 

issues set them apart from others in the workplace.  

The second part of the survey focussed on the approach of the managers and HR managers to 

psychologically ill employees over the problematic period. Experimentally, this was done by 

simulating a problem situation and asking participants to solve it. The simulation, elaborate and 

complex, was programmed by the Baselland Chamber of Commerce, which also programmed, 

administered and helped to design the entire online survey. The simulation used the five most 

common psychological disorders relevant to work, assigning one of them to each survey participant 

on a random basis. Evaluation of the results looked at the success of the participants in solving the 

problem situation, their mood as the experiment progressed and the circumstances under which 

they dismissed the fictitious employee.  

To contact potential participants, e-mails were sent to line managers and HR managers in the 

Cantons of Basel-Stadt and Basel-Landschaft working for companies affiliated to the Basel 

Employers' Association, the Baselland Chamber of Commerce or the Basler Gesellschaft für 

Personalmanagement (a human resources management association). A total of around 8,200 

people were contacted. As well as being invited to take part in the survey themselves, these 

managers were also asked to forward the invitation to all of their co-workers with management 

functions and all HR managers. This particular way of accessing participants rendered a calculation 

of the response rate impossible, since the total population size is unknown.  

Characteristics of survey participants 

A total of 2,183 visits were registered on the survey website. 1,055 people responded to at least 

some of the survey; 537 people completed the first section in full. 479 people followed the simulation 

through to its completion, and no one aborted it.  

The average participant was 49 years old, had been in a management position for approximately 15 

years and managed 14 employees, i.e. the majority of respondents were experienced managers. 

Managers with leadership responsibility and line managers at high levels were particularly strongly 

represented. Low-level and middle management were clearly under-represented, meaning that the 

results of this survey cannot be considered representative for problem situations involving 

psychological issues in large companies. The under-representation stems from the fact that higher 

management only rarely forwarded the survey to those with leadership responsibility among their 

own employees. However, for the large majority of small companies with no such hierarchy, the 

relevant results (for small companies) can be adopted.  
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«Difficult» employees 

In terms of sex, occupational position, number of working hours and income, the «difficult» 

employees described by the managers and HR managers differ very little from the averages in the 

Swiss working population or the adult population. Overall, the analysis below shows hardly any 

differences specific to the sexes. With an average age of 41 years, «difficult» employees are a little 

older than the working population. Their primary distinctive feature is a divorce rate twice as high, 

which is likely to allude to a – highly probable – link between occupational and private problems, i.e. 

those who have problems at work usually have problems at home and vice versa.  

The majority of the problem situations described arose between two and four years ago and lasted 

an average of just under three years. Half of these particularly taxing situations were ongoing at the 

time of the survey. In the majority of cases, there seems to be a relatively long time interval (of 

several months up to years) between the start of the distinctive behaviour among the employees 

concerned and its explicit recognition by managers and HR managers. The results suggest that 

although «difficult» behaviour is generally noticed relatively quickly, it is a long time before it is 

explicitly recognised as a problem. Recognition is particularly late in cases where employees' 

psychological problems have been noticeable since or were noticeable before they took up their 

position. In contrast, if problems do not arise until the employee has been with the company for a 

few years, they are recognised much more quickly, since managers can draw a comparison with 

previous, unremarkable behaviour. In general, around half of the employees exhibiting signs of 

psychological abnormalities showed evidence of problems before or at the time of taking up their 

position, i.e. have not become ill whilst in their present positions.  

The psychological problems of the employees in question usually produce negative effects in a 

number of areas; performance, behaviour at work, relationships with others at work and presence 

are all affected, albeit at different times. Interpersonal relationships are of exceptional significance; 

problems in this area at work arose in 80% of the cases described. Performance problems were 

reported in two thirds of cases, but extended absence only occurred in 40% of cases. This is of great 

practical significance, since nearly all company and insurance «early recognition programmes» (e.g. 

absence management, case management, disability management) are triggered by extended 

absence. In the majority of the relevant problem situations, however, such absences never occurred. 

Furthermore, interpersonal problems are the most common early sign of psychological issues. In 

contrast, absence is only noticeable at a later stage, if indeed it occurs at all, and the case can by that 

time have become chronic. Of all the effects, interpersonal problems is the one that managers and HR 

managers clearly feel causes the most strain, both for the survey participants themselves and for the 

teams involved. It is markedly less common for unsatisfactory behaviour at work, performance 

problems and, especially, absences to cause particular stress for those involved. Interpersonal 

problems are also overall the most common reason in companies for contacting HR managers. 

What are the «difficult» aspects of the behaviour of these particularly taxing employees? An initial 

and intuitive clue comes from the nicknames the managers gave to the employees in question at the 

beginning of the survey (to make administering the survey easier). A large number of the nicknames 

pointed to behavioural characteristics that are showy («Know It All», «Deluder», «Prima Donna», 

«Chief»), disparaging («Poisoned Dwarf», «Witch», «Mobby», «Scorpion»), overly carefree 

(«Funny», «Sunshine», «Happy», «Carefree»), depressive («Depri», «Crybaby», «Sorrow», «Worry 

Lines»), aggressive («Aggressor», «Danger», «Destroy», «Rambo») and strange («Psycho», 
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«Gnome», «Loner», «Different»). Altogether the nicknames could be assigned to 15 different 

categories of distinctive behaviour.  

These nicknames are a relevant result of the research as they indicate the outlet function of these 

expressions and the high level of emotional strain the employees place on the managers. It follows 

that we should question the frequent efforts made to avoid clearly labelling «difficult» behaviour or 

disabilities, since they hamper a key outlet channel for managers and therefore have a negative 

effect on managers' endurance and attitude towards their duties. In fact, clearly labelling the problem 

seems to be the first step towards a solution. The nicknames also show the variety of types of 

behaviour that can be perceived as causing particular strain. Furthermore, they are relatively clear in 

indicating the specific problems of the «difficult» employees described.  

The most common signs of distinctive behaviour exhibited by the employees are: disputing one's 

own errors and attributing the blame to someone else (in 46% of cases), strong and unpredictable 

mood swings and a temperamental nature (in 39% of cases), concentration problems (in 35% of 

cases) and being «grumpy» when given instructions (in 34% of cases). Signs connected with 

anxiety, compulsions, addiction, pain disorders or manic behaviour are mentioned particularly 

infrequently. This shows that, in the workplace, the psychological problems primarily perceived as 

«difficult» are not those that are relatively clearly definable and often related to the individual, but are 

instead distinctive behavioural aspects in everyday life, such as disputing one's own errors and 

being temperamental. The association with psychological disorders is frequently not made, but the 

problems almost necessarily affect those around the individual as well.  

From all the distinctive characteristics, of which there were around 30, a problem typology was 

analysed with 5 different patterns: 

 Problem type 1 (32% of cases): Few, but specific distinctive characteristics  

 Problem type 2 (23% of cases): «Character problems» − good performance at work 

 Problem type 3 (19% of cases): Performance problems only 

 Problem type 4 (13% of cases): «Character problems» − performance problems 

 Problem type 5 (13% of cases): Listlessness, depression. 

The frequency of problems at work related to personality (i.e. «character problems») is striking. They 

even occur in two of the types. As in the analysis of disability on psychological grounds (Baer, Frick 

& Fasel, 2009), which showed personality disorders (previously also termed «character neuroses» in 

psychiatry) as clearly the most frequent relevant diagnosis of psychologically ill persons drawing IV 

benefits, character problems represent the largest group here too with respect to problems in the 

workplace due to psychological issues. Those denoted here as Type 4, with problems related to 

personality and performance, are particularly likely to be suffering from a severe psychological 

problem. It is, however, important to separate diagnosis and perception. Personality disorders 

diagnosed by physicians predominate among individuals drawing IV benefits. In this survey, it is the 

patterns of «character problems» that predominate (in the medical view of the layperson). We do not 

know how many of these «character problems» at work would meet the diagnostic criteria of a 

personality disorder. This grey area is due to the nature of the survey of a psychiatric phenomenon 

in the working environment. However, the resulting data indicates that a significant proportion of 

cases would meet the diagnostic criteria of a personality disorder.  
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In-depth analyses show that managers and HR managers principally view «difficult» employees from 

the two angles of performance and social behaviour. This was no foregone conclusion; features of 

behaviour at work or absence could also have been the focus. In fact, the two undifferentiated 

criteria «good/bad performance» and «good/bad social behaviour» alone can be used to identify the 

majority of the types of distinctive behaviour named. This is important for the practical purposes of 

an initial, quick explanation of problems in the workplace due to psychological issues.  

Frequency of psychological disorders in the workplace 

Contrary to our expectations, the managers and HR managers, numbering over 1,000, had very little 

difficulty recalling a particularly problematic situation involving employees with psychological issues. 

In fact, approximately 70% of them had experienced such situations more than once. Furthermore, 

the HR managers estimated that a significant 20 − 30% of employees in the company had at some 

point shown some decrease in ability to work due to minor psychological problems. In small 

companies, where employees know each other well and work in close contact, this estimate was 

even close to 50%. As company size increases, the frequency of noticed psychological problems at 

work decreases. This has less to do with real conditions and far more to do with the increasing 

distance of the survey participants to the employees.  

Even if only some of the estimated 25% of employees with current or past psychological problems 

are comparable with the particularly taxing cases described here by the respondents, these 

potentially «less severe» cases should not be neglected. The estimates of the HR managers do not 

lead us to conclusions about the clinical significance of the perceived psychological problems.  

In view of the sound epidemiological evidence that, within a year, psychiatric disorders make a 

quarter of the population ill once at least temporarily (the annual prevalence), the estimate is not 

surprising.  

From the perspective of those responsible, employees with psychological issues affecting work are a 

mass phenomenon. This makes it all the more remarkable that the problem has so far received so 

little attention in the discussion about social security. It also partially explains the reservation among 

employers that is often perceptible in practice when it comes to taking on people with psychological 

problems, typically with the reason that supervision of the current employees already takes up all of 

their time.  

Intervention by managers and HR managers 

Managers carry out a fair number of actions to improve problem situations. In 90% of cases, the 

managers and HR managers indicated that they had held meetings with the employees concerned 

and had tried to give them personal support. In parallel they had frequently discussed work 

organisation, reminded the employees concerned of their duties, threatened them with 

consequences, informed and supported their colleagues, appealed to their motivation to perform and 

recommended they pull themselves together. Very rarely were external, non-medical organisations 

involved (only in 17% of cases). 

In contrast, in 40% of cases the managers had referred the «difficult» employee to a physician or 

psychologist; this happened particularly frequently in cases involving indications of pain disorders, 

anxiety disorders or addiction problems and cases of manic, depressive, psychotic or compulsive 

symptoms connected with absences. This also shows that the managers frequently believed the 
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problem situations described were indicative of illnesses. A doctor's appointment was particularly 

infrequently advised in cases where the problems were interpersonal, i.e. where the employees 

suffered problems related to personality. This means that of all types of problems it was those that 

arose at an early stage, manifested themselves in social contact and placed the greatest strain on 

managers and colleagues which most rarely led to a recommendation for professional treatment. 

Even though it is understandable that professional opinion and treatment is predominantly 

considered in cases of extended absence or specific symptoms, this bypasses all the problem 

groups where few absences occur and where personality problems, sometimes disabling, are 

suffered by the employees in question and potentially affect those around them.  

The intervening steps taken by the managers can be classified under four types: 

 Intervention type 1 (15% of cases): Pro-activism 

 Intervention type 2 (24% of cases): Wait and see 

 Intervention type 3 (47% of cases): Performance demands 

 Intervention type 4 (14% of cases): Professional help 

The most frequent type of intervention focuses on performance and applies to 80% of the smaller 

companies, with managers appealing in particular to the employee's sense of duty and motivation to 

perform. The second most common type of intervention is relatively passive and is again over-

represented in smaller companies. It generally involves little intervention and a predominant 

tendency to wait and see how the situation develops. The third type of intervention (more common in 

large companies) is the opposite, in effect involving «pulling out all the stops» and overall appearing 

somewhat random. These managers leave no stone unturned, trying all measures from personal to 

professional and from understanding to threatening. The fourth intervention type is also more 

common in large companies. It focuses on professional help and bringing in external parties. 

The statistical evaluation shows that managers and HR managers react in line with their general 

leadership style and not at all according to the particular problem observed. Some react by waiting, 

some appeal for performance and some take proactive steps, but none are doing so because it is 

appropriate in the specific circumstances. Instead, they are likely to react in the same way in any 

difficult situation. Hardly any other result of this research illustrates so well that managers, although 

more or less differentiating between problems, are not at all able to react specifically to each one. A 

key role appears to fall to the employers here, especially in view of the widespread nature of 

psychological problems at work, but the results also reveal a definite need for training and support.  

Reactions in the team 

The most common reactions in teams where an employee exhibits psychological issues in their 

behaviour are impatience, irritation and a lack of understanding (in 60% of cases). At the same time, 

the «difficult» behaviour in half of cases triggered concern, sympathy, compassion and a desire to 

help. Almost half of the teams became perceptibly more stressed, overwhelmed and insecure. 

Overall the results illustrate that the problem situations described in the survey did not affect the 

managers alone; first and foremost they triggered strong emotional reactions in the teams. The 

nature of these reactions in the team depends on the type of «difficult» behaviour. Distinctive 

behaviour related to personality very frequently triggers irritation, a lack of understanding and anger, 

whilst only rarely attracting sympathy. In contrast, employees suffering from depression provoke little 
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irritation and anger, instead especially frequently prompting sympathy and a desire to help – and 

insecurity. 

A typology was developed here too, resulting in the following three types of team reaction:  

 Reaction type 1 (33% of cases): Willingness to help 

 Reaction type 2 (21% of cases): Ambivalence, insecurity, stress  

 Reaction type 3 (46% of cases): Hostility, irritation, anger 

A third of the teams reacted with a prevailing desire to help and without irritation («willingness to 

help»); almost half of teams reacted with irritation and anger and without compassion («hostility, 

irritation, anger»); approximately a fifth of teams had an ambivalent response incorporating a great 

deal of sympathy but also showing much irritation, stress, insecurity and fluctuating emotions. This 

last group clearly suffered the most in terms of insecurity. 

It is worthy of note that in a third of cases, team cohesion suffered over the course of the problem 

situation involving employees with psychological issues. This particularly held true when the 

problems of the employee in question were personality-related, with team atmosphere deteriorating 

in 50% of these cases. This negative effect was seen much more rarely among cases of employees 

with specific psychological symptoms, depression or problems exclusively affecting performance. 

Team atmosphere most often worsened when the employees with psychological issues showed 

narcissistic, disparaging, unreasonable or aggressive behaviour.  

However, the extent of the negative effect on the team as a whole depends not only on the 

employee in question, but also on the managers and the team itself. Cohesion suffers much less 

frequently among teams that encourage an open approach to errors than among those with a 

tendency to cover up mistakes. This would appear plausible; employees with personality problems 

find it particularly difficult to perceive their own errors, often attributing mistakes to their environment 

(this is also the distinctive behavioural aspect most frequently mentioned by the managers). Such 

behaviour obviously produces more reaction in a team that is very sensitive to attributing blame than 

in a team that does not punish people for making mistakes.  

The type of intervention employed by managers and HR managers also has a clear influence on the 

insecurity with which the team reacts. Teams which are particularly insecure, stressed or ambivalent 

are disproportionately frequently led by managers who react to the problem situation with undirected 

pro-activism. Even if the direction of the link is not definite (insecure teams tend to push managers to 

a proactive intervention style), we can conclude that a clear line of leadership in these cases can 

give the team orientation and relief. Additionally, the results show a clear link between an 

intervention style based primarily on seeking professional help and a team reaction dominated by 

the desire to help, i.e. teams are more willing to help in cases where professional help is called in. 

External professional help seems to provide relief for all those involved simply by clearly labelling the 

problem, after which the team is able to react more helpfully. Overall these results demonstrate the 

strong dynamics and high complexity of problem situations related to psychological issues, showing 

that they are not defined by the «difficult» employee alone.  
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Problem progression and conclusion 

Initially, three descriptive types of problem progression could be identified. In half of the cases the 

problems are inconspicuous when they begin, with acute or crawling escalation over the course of 

time. In 30% of cases progress fluctuates strongly and in 20% of cases progress is «difficult» from 

day 1.  

To obtain more exact results, the information given was used to build a typology, resulting in the 

following four types of problem progression: 

 Progression type 1 (16% of cases): «Mis-hires» 

 Progression type 2 (22% of cases): «Crashes» 

 Progression type 3 (35% of cases): «Office furniture» 

 Progression type 4 (27% of cases): «Disrupters» 

Type 1 cases are characterised by the fact that obvious and complex problems already exist when 

the employee takes up the position, particularly with respect to performance and behaviour at work 

but frequently also in terms of social contact. Taking the employer's perspective, this type has been 

labelled «mis-hires». In contrast, problems in the second type of progression are only perceptible at 

a later stage, but occur in all areas including absences, warranting the dramatic label «crashes». 

This type of progression is especially frequent with respect to employees with depression problems. 

At early stages, «office furniture» types are only striking due to interpersonal problems, and are 

never absent. As the problems progress, there are nearly always issues with performance and 

unsatisfactory behaviour at work. However, these employees remain present as the problems 

develop, and they stay at work in spite of low morale. The final type, labelled «disrupters», describes 

employees whose problems are exclusively in the area of social contact.  

In almost half of the cases, the managers and HR managers indicated that the problem could be 

«solved». The respondents indicate that their own leadership was helpful in solving the problem in 

just under half of cases, the openness of the employees concerned was mentioned as helpful in 

40% of cases and that of the teams involved in almost 30% of cases. Only in one in every thirty 

three cases was invalidity insurance mentioned as a «problem solver».  

Particularly relevant here, though, is what the managers and HR managers understand by 

«solution». In 90% of the cases described here, «solution» meant termination of the employment 

relationship. Even in cases where the «problem improved», 70% of the employment relationships in 

question were terminated. This allows us to assume that of those situations that remain difficult or 

are getting worse, at least some will likewise be resolved by termination of the employment 

relationship. It is not necessarily a negative result that dismissals are the predominant strategy for 

solving the problem. In some cases, ending an employment contract is the better solution when 

compared to the escalating problems that are affecting all those involved. At the same time, these 

results show that managers and HR managers are very often unequal to the challenge of keeping 

employees with psychological problems within the company under conditions acceptable to all 

involved. It should be noted here that the dismissals were not made hastily, but were usually a step 

taken after various lengthy attempts had been made at solving the problem and, as shown by the 

intervention measures, were the result of a certain degree of helplessness. 
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The involvement of invalidity insurance 

As well as showing that invalidity insurance is hardly ever considered a «problem solver», the survey 

generated further results about its role in the problem situations described. The invalidity insurance 

system was involved in 14% of the problem cases, brought in approximately as frequently as 

external consultants, external social organisations and medical examiners, but clearly less frequently 

than the daily sickness benefits insurance system. However, compared to external social advisory 

centres and private consultancy firms, the invalidity insurance system was less frequently 

considered helpful. Specifically, exactly half of respondents indicated that the specialists at the IV 

branch comprehended the problem situation quite well/very well, while the other half opted for quite 

badly/very badly. In contrast, for external social organisations and consultancy firms, the ratio of 

respondents choosing «helpful» to those choosing «not helpful» was 3:1.  

Striking is that only in a few cases did the IV specialists provide the managers and HR managers 

with detailed information about the impact of psychological illness on an employee's ability to work, 

the required approach to the employee concerned and potential adjustments to the workplace. In 

more than half of the cases, no advice was given on dealing with the employee or on potential 

adjustments to the workplace. From a practical point of view, however, it is key that managers have 

sufficiently detailed knowledge regarding the specific restrictions, dealing with such employees and 

adjustments at work if they are to master such difficult and complex problem situations and prevent 

job losses.  

Of the 86% of respondents who had no contact with the invalidity insurance system over the course 

of their specific problem, almost all (84%) indicated they would not seek support from the system 

should a similar case arise in future. The reasons for this are primarily the view that these cases just 

represent «character problems» rather than psychological illnesses, that the problem is not 

advanced enough, that previous experience with invalidity insurance has not been good or that the 

company tries to solve such problems internally.  

These reasons are insightful. Firstly, they are evidence that challenging personalities and personality 

disorders are not recognised for the clinical significance they sometimes have (which often also 

means that these cases are not picked up on until it is too late). Secondly, they reveal that there is 

often a predominant belief that employees must be in the advanced stages of an illness before they 

constitute a «case» for IV. This attitude obviously exacerbates the problem from a preventative 

perspective.  

The «bad» experience had by some companies with invalidity insurance primarily has its roots in 

people finding the IV too bureaucratic, distanced, too little related to practice, and impersonal, and 

perceptions of it having too little expertise in dealing with problems at work caused by psychological 

issues. It must speak for the managers and companies concerned that attempts to solve these kinds 

of problems internally are not rare. At the same time, the considerable strain caused by these 

situations poses a threat that all involved will be overwhelmed and, ultimately, that the employee 

concerned will be dismissed.  

Finally, the research indicates a need for IV-specific communication. Only a quarter of respondents 

know with sufficient clarity that, as of 1 January 2008, they are able to register employees with the 

invalidity insurance system relatively simply if those employees show the relevant absences (this is 

for the purposes of early detection and early intervention). 
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The reactions of managers as problems progress: results of the problem simulation 

After answering questions with respect to the real situation they had experienced in the workplace, 

respondents were presented with a fictitious problem situation. According to a random selection, this 

involved an employee either with depression, a pain disorder related to psychological factors, a 

social anxiety disorder, alcohol dependence or a personality disorder. The respondents, however, 

were not immediately made aware of these diagnoses. They were initially asked how much irritation, 

sympathy and stress they felt in reaction to this situation as a manager, and were then asked to 

indicate which of five methods of intervention they thought would be most effective. Over the course 

of the simulation respondents were asked to indicate their mood a total of three times and to select a 

method of intervention three times, choosing each time between passive waiting, therapeutic care, 

authoritative discipline, dismissal and a combined method (of understanding, boundary setting and 

instructions to visit a physician). Theory and practical experience suggest that the combined method 

of intervention is the only one which could be considered helpful in the long term.  

The results pertaining to the mood of respondents over the course of the experiment show that even 

the simple fictitious description of a psychological problem at the beginning of the simulation 

triggered high levels of irritation, sympathy and stress. The question arises as to how much greater 

the emotional involvement of managers is when the employees are real and in the immediate 

environment. 

Notably, the sympathy of the managers and HR managers in all cases of psychological disorders fell 

markedly as the problem situation progressed – and the managers grew more willing to dismiss the 

employee. Levels of sympathy were particularly low in cases of personality disorders or alcohol 

dependence; in contrast, sympathy was particularly high in cases of depression or pain disorders. 

This substantiates the results from the real situations, in which personality disorders were not 

recognised as illnesses. The employees in such cases evoke very little sympathy, and are therefore 

particularly at risk of dismissal.  

Overall, 14% of the respondents intervened completely «correctly» throughout the simulation, i.e. at 

all three stages their intervention promised success. 19% of respondents intervened completely 

«incorrectly», i.e. at all three stages their intervention was less promising. Firstly, this means that the 

frequency with which managers and HR managers always react correctly is significantly higher than 

the expected value (the random probability of always reacting correctly is 0.8%) and the frequency 

with which they always react incorrectly is markedly lower than the expected value (the random 

probability of always reacting incorrectly is 51%).  

Secondly, it must be concluded that the vast majority of respondents are not able to navigate their 

way through the simulation completely «correctly», i.e. in line with the choices deemed correct by 

the authors of the study, possibly indicating a need for information and education within companies. 

In cases of personality disorders, respondents were almost never completely correct in their 

intervention (just 3% were), which again points to particular training needs with reference to this type 

of illness. In contrast, the simulation involving an employee with a pain disorder was frequently 

optimally solved. This does not mean that such disorders are «simpler»; on the contrary, these 

cases are usually especially «difficult». The high rate of optimal solutions is much better explained 

by the fact that these disorders appear as though they are of a physical nature. This impression 

alone seems to make solving the simulation easier, in turn suggesting that dealing with 

psychologically ill employees in the workplace could be a lot more efficient if these employees were 
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treated with the same attitude and patience that is usually the response to employees with physical 

illnesses.  

Finally, the analysis turned to the factors which demonstrably encourage or discourage managers to 

dismiss employees. The following are among the decisive factors in bringing managers closer to 

dismissing the psychologically ill employees in the simulation: 

 Diagnosis of a personality disorder 

 The degree of irritation felt by the manager when confronted with the problem situation 

for the first time (not later at the dismissal stage) 

 Low levels of sympathy among managers  

 Managers who say their personal acquaintances do not include anyone with 

psychological problems 

 Managers who dismissed employees in their real situations 

 Managers who reacted in their real situations only by making demands on performance 

and appealing to the employee's sense of duty 

Overall, it is clear that the approach that managers adopt towards employees with a psychological 

illness is little affected by the employers’ specific problems; it is instead primarily determined by the 

managers’ emotional reactions and is also strongly influenced by whether they know of individuals in 

their personal life who suffer from psychological problems. Given the prevalence of psychological 

illness among the general population, it is highly unlikely that managers would have never 

encountered someone with psychological problems in their wider personal circle. Stating that they 

do know such a person could be interpreted as the willingness (or ability) to recognise and address 

these issues. In any case, their reluctance or inability to do so is also the factor that most strongly 

increases managers' inclination towards dismissal (quadrupling the propensity).  

The simulated progression of psychological problems appears to offer a good representation of real 

circumstances. For example, in the experiment dismissals were less frequent among those 

managers who did not initiate a dismissal in their real situation (or have not yet done so). This sort of 

simulation would therefore be suitable for use in training exercises.  

Conclusion 

The cases involving psychologically «difficult» employees described here by approximately 1,000 

managers and HR managers in Basel-Stadt and Baselland merely represent the tip of the iceberg 

(and the more challenging end of the scale). Overall, HR managers estimate that around 25% of 

their employees are suffering or have suffered from psychological problems that affect the ability to 

work. In the smaller companies, where employees know each other well, the proportion of 

employees who have ever had psychological issues is even estimated at 50%. Psychological 

problems affecting the ability to work therefore represent a mass phenomenon within companies.  

Not only do the results provide strong evidence for the spread of the problems associated with 

employees with psychological issues; they also demonstrate the profound effects on the workplace. 

It is not just managers and HR managers who come under great strain when employees suffer from 

psychological issues. Frequently such problem situations also cause team cohesion to deteriorate 

and trigger strong stress reactions, insecurity and strong ambivalent emotional reactions. Even 
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though the particularly taxing cases described in the survey cannot be simply applied to the 25% of 

the workforce that suffer from psychological problems, these cases should nonetheless not be 

disregarded. It is well known that psychological illnesses of moderate degrees of severity can also 

impair performance and cause absence.  

The scale of the problems and their consequences contrasts greatly with the ability of managers and 

HR managers to retain such employees under conditions acceptable to all. Here managers rarely 

ask for help from the IV offices. 

On the one hand, managers' intervention in problem situations bears no reference to the distinctive 

behaviour of the employee in question. Managers in these situations react much more according to 

their general intervention style, whether it be passive waiting, authority or undirected pro-activism, 

with the nature of the problem being irrelevant. The same, non-specific style of intervention can be 

seen when employees with psychological illnesses are dismissed. Dismissals have little to do with 

the nature of the problem and much more to do with managers' emotional reactions (spontaneous 

and strong irritation with respect to employees with psychological illnesses) and their lack of 

experience or willingness to treat psychological problems as equal to physical problems and to 

address them as such. 

On the other hand, in the relatively rare cases in which invalidity insurance was involved, the 

specialist very rarely informed the managers to a sufficient level of detail about the disability, an 

appropriate way of dealing with the situation and potential adjustments that could be made in the 

workplace. It is therefore not surprising that IV offices were only considered «problem solvers» in 3% 

of all cases. Managers' negative experience is not the only reason for the rare involvement of 

invalidity insurance. The primary reason is that managers fail to recognise the clinical significance of 

personality disorders and either only register the employee with an IV branch when the illness is at 

an advanced stage, or dismiss them beforehand. On this point it should be noted that there is 

insufficient awareness within companies of the strengthened preventative focus of invalidity 

insurance since the Fifth IV Revision. 

In addition, it is overall fairly rare that managers and HR managers call on professional support or 

request that «difficult» employees consult a physician. This means the managers fail to provide the 

teams with sufficient relief to enable them to react functionally and helpfully to the situation. In fact, 

many managers even exacerbate the insecurity, overwhelmed feelings and emotional ambivalence 

in their teams by their proactive, inconsistent style of intervention.  

It is therefore not surprising that, at the time of the survey, just over half of the problem situations 

had been «solved» by dismissal. In the cases in which the employment relationship is still ongoing, 

dismissal can equally be expected sooner or later, since many situations remain a strain or have 

even worsened.  

All in all, the results must lead to the following conclusion: for as long as companies remain unable 

to cope with employees with psychological issues and cannot tackle these situations with a better 

response than dismissal, exclusion of employees to invalidity insurance or other parts of the social 

security system will not lessen.  

This calls for action not just from the invalidity insurance system and the other parts of the social 

security system, but also from employers. In view of the widespread nature of psychological 

illnesses in the workplace and their effects, which are sometimes striking, on the working 
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environment as a whole, employers and the political sphere should attribute great importance to the 

issue.  

This call for action does not imply any lack of commitment from individual managers and HR 

managers. In contrast, the survey results demonstrate that despite the personal strain, most of these 

people have been trying for a number of years to retain employees with psychological illnesses, 

working intensively and applying many different methods. It is not a question of a lack of 

commitment, but of professional support, information, education and training, and specific, workable 

«instruments» for efficient problem solving within companies. The same holds true for the invalidity 

insurance system, which lacks evidence-based concepts for more effective and preventative 

employer support.  

The authors of this study believe that the problems identified here, some of which lie in profound 

negative patterns of reactions towards psychological issues, can be solved by neither individual 

managers nor individual IV specialists. For the purposes of achieving sustainable improvement in 

the situation, the following two measures appear appropriate: 

 Psychological problems in the workplace are perceived by managers as a mass 

phenomenon, and often place a heavy burden on the company, managers and the sufferer’s 

co-workers: The players involved – the invalidity insurance system, employers, trade unions, 

private insurance companies, rehabilitation institutions, the medical profession, social 

security courts and the political sphere – should therefore initiate a broad, public and non-

stigmatising discussion around evaluation of the phenomenon and attitudes towards 

psychological problems in the workplace.  

 Companies struggle to cope with employees with psychological illnesses, tend to see no 

other solution to the problem than dismissal, and feel a lack of support; nevertheless they 

will still be called upon to hire more recipients of IV benefits in the future: Alongside 

preparations for the Sixth IV Revision, the players mentioned above should develop well 

founded and sufficiently differentiated measures, procedures and settings to make 

companies more resistant to strain.  




